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On May 11, 1846, President James K. Polk presented his war message to Congress. After reviewing the 

skirmish between General Zachary Taylor's dragoons and a body of Mexican soldiers along the Rio 

Grande, the president asserted that Mexico "has passed the boundary of the United States, has invaded 

our territory and shed American blood upon the American soil. ...War exists, and, not withstanding all 

our efforts to avoid it, exists by act of Mexico." No country could have had a superior case for war. 

Democrats in large numbers (for it was largely a partisan matter) responded with the patriotic fervor 

which Polk expected of them…Still, some members of Congress, recalling more accurately than the 

president the circumstances of the conflict, soon rendered the Mexican War the most reviled in 

American history--at least until the Vietnam War of the 1960s. 

….. 

For over a century such profound differences in perception have pervaded American writings on 

the Mexican War. Even in the past decade, historians have reached conclusions on the question of war 

guilt as disparate as those which separated Polk from his wartime conservative and abolitionist critics....  

In some measure the diversity of judgment on the Mexican War, as on other wars, is 

understandable. By basing their analyses on official rationalizations, historians often ignore the more 

universal causes of war which transcend individual conflicts and which can establish the bases for 

greater consensus. Neither the officials in Washington nor those in Mexico City ever acknowledged any 

alternatives to the actions which they took. But governments generally have more choices in any 

controversy than they are prepared to admit. Circumstances determine their extent. The more powerful 

a nation, the more remote its dangers, the greater its options between action and inaction. Often for 

the weak, unfortunately, the alternative is capitulation or war....Polk and his:  

advisers developed their Mexican policies on the dual assumption that Mexico was weak and that the 

acquisition of certain Mexican territories would satisfy admirably the long-range interests of the United 

States. Within that context, Polk's policies were direct, timely, and successful. 

….. 

What clouds the issue of the Mexican War's justification was the acquisition of New Mexico and 

California, for contemporaries and historians could not logically condemn the war and laud the Polk 

administration for its territorial achievements. Perhaps it is true that time would have permitted 

American pioneers to transform California into another Texas. But even then California's acquisition by 

the United States would have emanated from the use of force, for the elimination of Mexican 

sovereignty, whether through revolution or war, demanded the successful use of power… the Mexican 

War poses the dilemma of all international relations. Nations whose geographic and political status fails 

to coincide with their ambition and power can balance the two sets of factors in only one manner: 

through the employment of force. 

 


